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ABSTRACT
The problem was to present a history of dance in
vaudeville and of the people who performed these dances.
It was necessary to provide a historical source that
pertained to the area of dance specifically

The text

contains descriptions and definitions of dances that
were performed on vaudeville stages.

Many of these

descriptions are excerpts from reviews obtained from
Yariety magazine during the period of 1905 to 1925The text also describes different aspects of
vaudevillian life which affected the success of dancers
during the time period.

These aspects include audience

interaction, traveling on the road, morality and censor
ship, and dance training.

Included in the conclusion is

a brief comparison between the dances of vaudeville
and contemporary dance forms.

There is much that can be

learned from our predescessors in the field of dance.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to survey the role of
dance in vaudeville

Research on the subject reveals that

there is very little literature devoted to dance in vaude
ville.

Reviews in periodicals by first hand observers,

that is theatre critics, appear to be the only authori
tative sources on the subject.

This study presents basic

descriptions of the dances performed in vaudeville.

It

also includes biographical sketches of the dancers who
made these dances popular, and of their novel contributionsIn order to understand the appeal of vaudeville
dance, it is necessary to know how vaudeville evolved and
what made it so popular with the public. A premise to be
supported within this thesis is that the arts, and dance
in particular, reflect the views and morals of their time
Dance in vaudeville was controlled by contemporary opinions
and was manipulated by them as will be brought out within
this study.
Dance was one of the many elements of vaudeville.
It was quite often combined with other forms of entertain
ment such as song or comic monologue.

A. quote from an

interview with Jack Kaley emphasizes the importance of
dance during the vaudeville era.

"And anybody who had vis

ions of getting into show business one way or another

1

2

would always learn hoofing" (Smith, 1976 p

129).

\dhether

a vaudevillian's specialty was whistling, diving, or song,
a few dance steps helped liven up a "turn", an act in its
entirety ,

Vaudeville also helped bring vernacular dance

back into public vogue after a period of moral restriction
in the 1800s..

Vaudeville presented ballroom dances and

later the Charleston, both of which caused a fever in popularity with the dancing public.

~·Jhen

vaudeville was

altered into family entertainment, dance became more
acceptable.

Previously dance had been thought of as

immoral and not to be used in proper public entertainment.
Definition of Vaudeville
The actual term vaudeville was derived from a
little French village in r:ormandy called Vaudevire or
Valde-vire (Caffin, 1914 p

13).

In the fifteenth century

there lived in this town one Oliver Bassel (or Basselin),
a poet and composer of "convivial" songs.

These festive

songs became popular with the common people and were
incorporated into plays and
p. 14).

entertai~rnents

(Caffin, 1914

I'he town name was given to these songs and even-

tually to the entertainments which included them .
In the second half of the nineteenth century, sho ws
of a vaudeville nature were called variety shows.

It is

not clear why the name vaudeville replaced the name variety
in the late 1800s but this change in name m.ay have been
influenced by censorship and the shift to a
of entertainment discussed in Shapter III.

flli~ily

style
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Vaudeville in part evolved out of the old music
hall shows in England in the 1800s.

Vaudeville also

incorporated aspects from most other theatrical forms
that were entertaining.

These included the circus, min

strel shows, legitimate theatre, including dramatic plays
and musical comedy, and ethnic and folk dance forms.
This diverse makeup of vaudeville made it a unique form
of entertainment offering something for everyone,

Whether

it was the contortion dancing of Jlarl "Snake Hips" Tucker
or the grace of Bessie Clayton, the appeal was there and
the audience begged for more.
Reasons For Popularity of Vaudeville
As already mentioned, the diversity of vaudeville
made it appeal to the general public.

It offered opera,

ballet, and excerpts from legitimate theatre for the more
sophisticated.

For the less sophisticated, vaudeville

offered slapstick comedy, eccentric dancing, and beautiful
girls.

As stated by Caroline Caffin, one turn could have

no appeal followed by one with great appeal, while in
legitimate theatre a bad first act was likely to be fol
lowed by more bad acts (Caffin, 191^ p. 16).
The other major factor making vaudeville so pop
ular was the "clean-up" first started by Tony Pastor in
1881.

Prior to this time, variety shows were primarily

for male audiences and contained much blue (suggestive)
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material.

The popularity of the censored Pastor shows

was immediate, and soon theatre managers were following
in Pastor's lead.

Mr. 3enjarnin Franklin Keith and his

associate, Edward Franklin Albee, became the most emphatic
about clean shows and were responsible for great changes
and raising the standards of vaudeville.

Their circuit

later became nicknamed the Sunday School circuit by
vaudevillians (Gilbert, 19^0 p. 201).
Categories of Vaudeville Dance
The dances of vaudeville were as diverse as the
acts.

They ranged from Gertrude Hoffman's "Salome" dance,

fashioned after the notorious biblical temptress of the
seven veils, to Ledova's conventional Russian ballet, to
the hoofing of Rastus Brown and Bill Robinson.

To aid in

this analysis of vaudeville, dance will be divided into
two categories:

classic and eccentric.

Classic dance is loosely defined by Ted Lewis in
Dance Lover's Magazine, 1925.

"The former term loosely

applied includes anything done to all so called 'classical'
music from a Beethoven sonata to a Rumanian folk song"
(Lewis, 1925 p. 16).

This includes ballet, folk, inter

pretive, and Oriental.
The second category is eccentric dance.

A broad

definition is presented by Stearns in Jazz Dance.

"The

term eccentric is a catchall for dancers who have their own
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non-standard movements and sell themselves on their in
dividual styles" (Stearns, 1968 p. 232).

This includes

tap, clog, soft-shoe, jazz, ballroom, and any dances done
to contemporary popular music.

In 'vaudeville there v/as

alv/ays a demand for something new or better ana this v.-as
constantly being provided in the eccentric dances of the
time,
The vaudeville period was one of advancement for
dance because any kind of dance was accepted if it was
entertaining.

Also the competition between performers

was a factor as one v/as always trying to outdo another.
There were many dance contests during this period in which
a dancer could "show his stuff" and also see what the
competition was doing.

At the turn of the century cake-

walk contests, described in Chapter II, were popular and
gave way to hoofing contests.

Then ballroom dancing

became fashionable and everyone tried to be the most
graceful and elegant.

Following the First World *Var

and in contrast to the ballroom dances, the Charleston
appeared on the dance scene.

This caused an upheaval in

the theatre world which then traveled the globe.

In the

next chapter tbese vernacular dances will be discussed
along with the other non-vernacular dances which also
made vaudeville popular.

CHAPTER II
VAUDEVILLE DANCE 1900-1925
The following chapter is a survey of the individual
dances and dancers which graced the vaudeville stages
from 1900 to 1925-

?he material is presented in narrative

form because of the multitude of dances introduced.

An

effort has been made to present the dances chronologically
in order to show the trends throughout the vaudeville time
period.

The summary provides an analysis of changes within

prominent dance styles and which dance styles were related.
A majority of primary sources for this chapter are
from the newspaper, Variety.

A custom of this newspaper was

for reviewers to use pen names and not their real names at
the conclusion of a review.

For the sake of continuity these

pen names will be listed with the dates the review appeared
as citations.

The real names, if possible, will be listed

after the pen names in the reference section
Dance Styles Leading- Into 1900
By the late 1800s, dance had already become an
intricate part of the vaudeville theatre.

Dances popular

at this time were the cakewalk, eccentric toe dancing,
soft-shoe, legomania, clog and sand dancing, skirt dances,
and many ethnic dances.

In order to understand these

popular theatre dances, a little history is required.
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The famous black team of Bert Williams and George
Walker brought the cakewalk to popularity in vaudeville.
They first introduced it at Koster and Bials variety
theatre in 1898 (Stearns, 1968 p. 121).

The cakewalk

originated as a contest among blacks to see who could
"strut" the best, the winners being awarded a cake.

A

typical cakewalk is described by the Caffins in Dancing
and Dancers of the Day as a mixture of pantomime and
dance that allows many comic interludes while the man
flirts with the women, including much skilled stepping
(Gaffin, 1912 p. 259)•

Often the cakewalk was performed

with a glass of water on the contestants head to see.who
would spill the least water while dancing (Emery, 1972 p.
92).

The blacks dominated cakewalking but many black face

comedians also imitated it.

Also, other dance forms of

the eccentric style evolved out of this entertainment.
At the turn of the century, classical ballet had
not become popular in the United States.

Toe dancing was

popular in vaudeville but as an element of eccentric
rather than the classical style.

It was not until the

appearance of Pavlova around 1910 that classical ballet
became popular in America, and even then it needed to be
"pepped up" in order to capture vaudeville audiences.
In the mid 1870s, Eddie Girard had an act called.
The Essence of Old Virginia.

"It was a slow tempo, made
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up of old fashioned darky steps, a kind of bastard clog
danced to Southern tunes" (Gilbert, 19^+0 p. 130)*

This

style of dancing then caught on in vaudeville and many tap
and soft-shoe forms evolved from this.

The dance itself

was revived in the beginning of the twentieth century.
Legomania is described in Jazz Dance as a rhythmic
twisting and turning of the legs with a variety of high
kicking (Stearns, 1968 p. 23^)-

It was a form of eccentric

dance and varied with each performer.

Out of thi evolved

the high kicks made popular with jazz dance in the early
part of ther twentieth century.
Clog and sand jigging, clog dancing on a floor
with sand spread on it, were very popular in the late
1800s.

Metal taps on shoes had not yet become widely used

and dancers wore wooden shoes.
with emphasis on rhythm.

Contests were very common

The contest judge quite often

went beneath the stage to listen to the beats.

These

forms were common throughout the vaudeville era and appear
to be the predecessors of tap and hardshoe.
The "skirt" dances and "pony ballets" were very
well liked at the turn of the century and were brought
to America from English music halls.

This included the

can can which was a rage for the last twenty years of the
nineteenth century.

All of the elements of these dances

were incorporated into the "girl acts" in early vaudeville
and later into the chorus lines of musical comedy.
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Vaudeville Dance 1900-1925
Common at the turn of the century in vaudeville
were many folk dances brought to America by immigrants.
Spanish and Scottish dancing were popular throughout the
entire vaudeville period.

The Two Pucks (Eva and Harry

Puck) were the first reported by Variety to use Scottish
dancing in their "kid" act in 1905 (Skigie, 1905 p. 5)•
A girl act which specialized in Scottish dancing was Max
Whitt's Bonnie Scottish Lassies who performed excellent
Highland dances (Rush, 1908b p. 12).

Laddie Cliff was a

very popular Scottish dancer who started performing as a
boy but remained, popular well into his manhood with his
eccentric Scottish dances (Sime, 1907 P- 10).

One of the

most famous of all vaudeville performers was Harry Lauder
who was "brought over by William Morris to rival the KeithAlbee monopoly.

Although mainly noted as a singer, he

always included Scottish dancing within his turn (Baffin,
191^ p. 5*0 •

Th.e Cansino's were considered among the best

Spanish dancers whom many others copied.

Variety reviewed

them, as, "two young Spanish dancers, probably the most
authentic of any of the so-called Spanish performers"
(Variety, 191^ p. 1?).
The first Russian troupe on a vaudeville stage
according to Variety v/as the Alexandroff Troupe in 190?•
"They give most attention to moving around the stage in
a sitting posture" (Sime, 1907c p. 12).

This reviewer
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was describing the Russian kazotskys.

This style of

dancing penetrated vaudeville and became incorporated
in many other dance forms.

Ida Forsyne, a black female

pioneer of vaudeville dance became an expert in the Russian
style and toured the world (Stearns, 1968 p. 2^8).

Un

fortunately, her success was not fully recognized in the
United States due to racial prejudice and an overabundance
of Russian dancers by the time of her return to this
country.

She ended up being a personal maid to Sophie

Tucker (Stearns, 1968 p. 25^).

Other Russian dancers

were Kosloff and Karsavina who incorporated classical
ballet with Russian folk steps (Variety, 1910a, p. 17)•
Two popular toe dancers of vaudeville were wile.
Dazie and Bessie Clayton.

The following review of Dazie

gives an idea of vaudeville opinion of classical toe
dancing.

"She is a capital toe dancer, and for those who

like that sort of torture dance, she is satisfactory"
(Chicot, 1905 p. 6).

Tv/o years later Dazie came back to

vaudeville with a version of the Maxixe which charmed the
critics.

Miss Clayton faired better with Variety and

v/as

reviewed as, "the most marvelous American toe dancer"
(Sime, 1905a p. 8).

In Dancing and Dancers of Today.

3essie Clayton is described as an eccentric dancer who
worked on toe (Caffin, 1912 p. 267).

It was her style

and personality which made her toe work popular.

Another
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eccentric toe dancer was Beth Stone who was noted for
her unique soft shoe while on her toes (Rush, 1907c p. 10).
Common in vaudeville at this time were the female
stars with their accompanying piclcs, young children who
were back-up singers ana dancers to the stars.

This pro

vided great training for the children who could then
develop their own song and dance acts.

Picks were pri

marily black, and only later in vaudeville did white picks
begin to appear.

Dewey Weinglass of the Dancing Demons

started as a pick while Bill Robinson and Sadie /Lector
started as picks for Mayme Remington (Stearns, 1968 p. 81).
Stearns notes Robinson as one of the best tap dancers
of vaudeville and Rector, a leader in soft shoe.
Also found in early vaudeville was the "rough
house" style of dancing.

An example of this type of dance

was performed by Charles Guyer and Nellie C'Neil.

Sime

in Variety describes them as performing a "violent exer
cise" (Sime, 1905a p. 9)-

Rough house dancing was a

general term for 1r.'/o people who knocked each other about
on stage while dancing.

This style preceded the similar

Apache dances which are described later.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, the
black song and dance comedy team of George '.Valker and Bert
Williams was very popular in vaudeville and on Broadway.
The two worked in contrast to each other, Williams being
slow and plain while Walker v/as agile and a "dandy". "He
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[·Jilliams] was tall with long arms and legs, and rather
than make an effort to learn some of the grace and style
of an expert dancer like George \·i alker, he emphasized his
ungainliness" (Charters, 1970 p. 11).

As \':ith any great

success in vaudeville, the imitators were numerous .

.2he

team of ·: lifford and Burke patterned themselves entirely
after the famous black team (Sime, l905a p. 11).
One of the most famous "song and dance" men in
the entire vaudeville era v12.s George
of the 7our Cohans.

I~i .

~ohan,

originally

Although he left vaudeville in 1900

for legitimate theatre, his style of dancing lived on
with his imitators.

His peppy style and high stepping

v·ras copied by hundreds of vaudevillians.

Variety reviews

one of these imitators in the act, Laville, Sinclair, and
VJilliarns.

"The Cohan disease is a bad feature, and the

boy seems to have it in the worst stages" (Dash, l908a
p. 15).

Imitations had to be authentic and of high quality

or to offer comedy in a burlesque manner in order to be
successful.
The Sharp Brothers started first with Eddie Leonard
and later became famous as a brother act based on Leonard's
style of soft-shoe.

The essence, similar to the soft-

shoe was revived by ? ranl<: :'.ic Nish a."r'ld Joe :··J hi tehead.
"Some old time act could revive it with profit, for it
has been lost bet-..veen an avalanche of fa_l.{e dancing and
ragtime steps v;hich cannot compare \'.'i th it for grace"
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(Sime, 1905b p. 9).

However, the fake dancing" and ragtime

steps v/ere starting to become the most popular v/ith the
audience.

Fake dancing is described as, "the high kicking,

contortions, and steps v/hich are as child's play compared
to those of the real danseuse , yet which seem to satisfy
the public" (Lathrop, 1905 ?• 1^5)*
Roller skating dances v /ere a big hit in

v /hich

all

the current dance steps including clogging,.v/ere done on
roller skates.

The Gartell 3rothers v/ere among the most

popular in 1906 and Willie Gardner also did "buck" steps
on "both ice and roller skates (Chicot, 1906a p. 6).
Fopular in the early 1900s was

v /hirlwind

dancing.

This included many fast spins in v/hich the partners
whirled each other around.

This later led to the breath

taking neck spins of ballroom and in the whirling of the
Texas Tommy's explained later.

The following is a typical

review of two good whirlwind dancers, Arthur and Ethel
Miller.

"The pair of dancers do extraordinary whirlwind

work, revolving rapidly, and crowding sufficient dancing
into the first two minutes in a half to suffice for a
full act" (Sime, 1907b p. 13)•

In a neck spin, the woman

vould wrap her arms around the man's neck and he would
spin around

v/ith

the lady's legs being thrown out by

centrifugal force.
A pioneer of the interpretive dance was Ruth St.
Dennis (Ruth Denny).

It is interesting that Ruth St.

Dennis got her start in vaudeville, as at first no one
else would have anything to do with her (Caffin, 1912 p.

8?).

The review of her first act, "Radha" shows a typical

vaudeville reaction to anything new and bizarre.

"The

slow, sensuous movement of the body is a far cry from the
clog and buck dances and the audience tires.

I-ossibly

with a livelier style of dancing the costly accessories
may be saved, but a better scheme would be to profit by
the experience of Isadora Duncan and take the act at once
to Paris" (Chicot, 1906b p. 6).

She did end up becoming

internationally famous arid paved the way for other inter
pretive dancers, perhaps not the most popular in vaude
ville, but nonetheless a part of it.
Novelty was always important in vaudeville acts.
Lizzie Daly finished her act with a "drumhead pedestal
dance" and was also the first to combine her live act
with a moving picture of herself.

She would re-enter the

stage, dancing in the same costume as was being shown on
the screen (Fitro, 1906 p. 12). "k pedestal dance is one
in which the performer stood on an area about twelve inches
square from which he turned and somersaulted and then
returned surely to his small platform" (Sobel, 19^-0 p. 205)
Two more novel acts done by the Clarence Sisters who had a
"neat" .skipping rope dance act and the I-Iozarts who were the
first to dance on regulation show shoes (Sime, 1907d p. 10)
As mentioned earlier, girl and boy acts were very
popular in vaudeville.

C-us Edwards contributed many of

these such as the Postal Telegraph Boys and the Typewriter
Girls, both of which v/ere huge successes.

Dan Burke's

girl act was novel with the girls lying on their "backs
and doing a "pedal" dance which continued to be popular
in musical comedy (Sime, 1906a p. 6).

Fedal refers to

unison footwork similar to riding a bicycle upside down.
Also novel was the iight Primroses who entered the stage
down a slide before going into their song and dance (Sime ,
1906a p. 8).

Jeanette Lowry and 3o. accentuated their

stepping by having the curtain lowered so that just the
feet of the eight dancers could be seen (Rush, 1910c p.

16).
During the entire era of vaudeville, sister acts
were common.

The performers were quite often not sisters

but were similar in appearance.

A review of the sister

act, Trumball and Barnes, gives Variety standards for sis
ter acts.

"Trumball and 3arnes are described as a sister

act which comes up to the standards in the three partic
ulars which are essential—dressing, dancing, and the stage
appearance of the principals" (Coke, 1906 p. 5)*

Costuning

and appearance v/ere nearly always mentioned in every review
of Variety and quite often given more importance than the
dancing and singing.

An example is the Bergere Sisters

who v/ere reviewed as having only some dancing ability but
that they need to depend more upon their personal appearance
and their "lavish costumes" (Rush, 1906 p. 10).
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A great pioneer in novelty was Loie Fuller.

She

lied about her training in order to get her first dancing
job.

Being too poor to get a proper costume she wound

yards of cheesecloth around herself.

This was the creation

of her serpentine dance (Darling, 1926 p. 14).

She later

explored the use of lighting effects and out of this evol
ved fire, water, and wind dances in which the costumes
and special stage techniques caused the appropriate effect.
A description of "the fire effect is given by Variety in
a review of Gara Zora.

"Each time the fire effect includes

the' blower and Gara waves her gauze within the moving air"
(Sime, 1916a p. 12).

It was this combination of costume,

blower, and lighting that gave the overall effect of fire.
Two who copied these effects were Hardnin's Electric
3allet and Ida Fuller, Loie's sister.

Ida Fuller toured

vaudeville extensively following in her sister's footsteps.
Many references credit Gertrude Hoffman (Gertrude
Hayes) with bringing the Salome dance tc America, but the
first Salome revier in Variety was of I.'me Filar doing
a version of the dance of the seven veils in February,
I907 (Sime, 1907a p. 10).

Hoffman was first reviewed

for her Salome dance in July, 1908 (Sime, 1908a p. 12).
Her version was fashioned after Maude Allen who originated
the Salome craze in England and later brought her version
to American vaudeville.
The plot of the dance is about a young innocent
girl named Salome who comes to dance for her mother and
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King Herod.

At the finish of her dance she is awarded

v1hatever she desires from Herod and her mother tells her
to request the head of John the Baptist.

This is granted

and the second half o! the dance is a morbid dance
the girl and the head

(.:~affin,

1912 p. 79) .

climax she kisses the head and some

ve~sions

'::i th

At the final
have her

die, but at any rate she atones for her mother's sin.
~his

dance craze swept through vaudeville with many

imitators.

Eva Tanguay made it her trademark and her

dance was revie·wed by Sime Silverman.

"She does more

dancing than all the other Salomers bunched (sic)" (Sime,
1908b p. 12) .

Another dance of vaudeville was the Jrazilian
Maxixe.

i'his was an acrobatic couple dance with Latin

overtones.

rhe dance, although originating in Brazil,

became popular first in France and was then brought to
America (Dannel, 19 54 p. 66) .
the fame of the f•iaxixe.

J:·, Jlle Dazie helped spread

"Her execution of the noV! famous

'La Haxixe' combined insinuating Parisian charm "·' i th
suppleness and bodily grace" (Young, 1907 p. lJ).
The minstrel show had dropped immensely in
popularity by the turn of the century but practicing forms
of it could still be found in vaudeville.
and

Le~N

George Primrose

Dockstader both had minstrel touring companies in

vaudeville.

Eddie Horan vras a Primrose tap dancer who
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became quite renown on his own later (Rush, 1907a p. 10).
Vaudeville blackface song and dance teams were also a
derivative of the old minstrel show.
r~!any

different forms of

found in vaudeville.

It

pose" dances v;ere to be

I'hese were dances of varied themes

in which the poses and not the movement J.n betvreen them
,...,ere importa..Ylt.

Ruth St. De1'1.nis "incense dance

this nature (Gaffin, 1914 n. 99).

11

vras of

rhe Stuart Sisters did

a pose dance fashioned after the pony ballet style in
which the pony ballet lines held the poses (2ush, 1907b
p. 10) .

Quite often a dance was taken from a musical comedy
and copied in vaudeville.

?red Stone's scarecrow da..Ylce

from The :·Jizard of Cz became a standard number to ini tate
in vaudeville along with the I'.ierry
f-;ierry ':J idow.
of the

.r~Terry

~·Jido,:r

dal tz from The

lf 'lilliam Rock and Maude Fulton did a burlesque
·lfJidow VJal tz which became a very popular turn

(Rush, 1908a p. 16).

Some people combined these dances

':Vi th other forms such as in the turn of the Sharp Brothers
and the Six Dusky Belles.

"An odd little dance, a cross

between a 'rag' two step and the f..Ierry 'd idovt

~Jal tz,

by one

of the Sharps and a girl is a very catchy bit" (1:Jash, 1908b
p. 12).

Another successful combination was done by

Haskell and Renaud which vias described as
Apache !'.Terry

~!Jidov1

II

a sort of

dance with the girl wearing a mirror
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dress after the fashion of' Gladys Vance and f.Tindell Kingston
under the spot light closes the act, which pleased" (Varie tv
1910b, p. 15).
vaudeville.

-he mirror dress was a popular costume in

This was a dress made up of many little square

mirrors fastened together and was very flashy v/hen light
reflected off of it.
An interpretive dancer who brought the snake dance
into popularity was Princess Rajah.

She was discovered

by a browser at a dime museum who watched her dance and
charm a snake (Theatre Hagaz ine, 191^ P« 282) .

She was

brought to the attention of Oscar Hammerstein who gave
her a try at his Victoria Theatre where she was an
immediate success.

In Variety she was first reviewed

as a crowd drawer, but the reviewer also said her act
was too similar to the Salome theme (Dash, 1908c p. 13)•
The Keith circuit offered competition by presenting
Mile Odette Valery, doing a snake dance to compete with.
Rajah, but the reviev/er said it was not as good as that
of the princess (Sime, 1909a p. 16).
The snake dances were made popular by Princess
Rajah.

This was capitalized on by VJe-Ro-Nah in her Dance

of Death.

She danced with rattlesnakes on the stage and

slithered through them for her entire act (Jess, 1911b
p. 18).

Napierkowska does a death dance as a geisha girl

(rCen - 1912 p. 18).

In order to call a dance a death dance

the dancer must simply "die" on stage and many versions
of this death dance existed.
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The first Variety review of the Apache dance
(pronounced a-posh) by name was in 1909 performed by
William Rock and Maude Fulton (Rush, 1909a p. 12).

It

was briefly described as a brutal couple dance ending in
murder.

According to Dance Lovers Magazine, the Apache

dance was first danced here by Joe Smith and Louise
Alexander in the Queen of the Moulon Rouge at the Circle
Theatre in 1908 (Lowry, 192^ p. 19).

These two then took

the dance to vaudeville where it was reviewed favorably
in 1909 (Dash, 1909a p. 16).

Apache is the name for the

French lowlife gangster who is an everyday person, but who
at night puts on a red bandana and black sash and goes
forth to plunder and kill (Gray, 192^ p. 6^).

In this

dance, the man is an all powerful tyrant and the women
totally submissive.

The man throws the women about in

a brutal dance which often ends in murder.

This theme

became very popular in vaudeville and many dancers included
a version of the Apache dance within their turn.
Female impersonators were a very common act in
vaudeville.

The audiences often thought the impersonators

'•rere women until the end of their act when the wig was
removed and the real sex was unveiled.
Dale and Boyle used this gimmick.

Jhe dance team of

They were reviewed by

Variety as having the appearance of a mixed couple until
the very end (Dash, 1909c p. 16).

Alvara was a female
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impersonator who did toe dancing with his act (Fred, 1911
p. 21).

Julian Zltinge was also known for his excellent

Salome dance (Green, 1951 P- 32).

Many impersonators

also sang in their falsetto voice, making an even greater
illusion.
By 1910 hard shoe dancing was "becoming very common.
A review in Varietv supports hard shoe dancing.

"Miss

Wright does wisely in keeping to the hardshoe dancing.

It

is much more showy than the other styles and a better
applause getter"

(Rush, 1909c p. 12).

Stearns in Jaz,z

Dance described Rastus Brown as one of the greatest tap
dancers of his time and one of the most respected dancers
at the Hoofer's Club.

The Hoofer's Club was managed by

Lonnie Hicks and was located behind a gambling casino.
For two decades it offered a place for black dancers to
practice without charge (Stearns, 1968 p. 338)Brown was reviewed by Variety April 3« 1909.
the best of reviews.

Rastus

It was not

It panned him as a comedian and

advised him to dance and "coon shout" only (Rush. 1909b
p. 17).
The first mention of a Vampire dance was in a
review of Burt French and Alice Zis.

Rush stated it was

fashioned after Sir Phillip Jones painting, The Vampire
(Rush, 1909d p. 12).

Basically, this was a dance in which

the performer acted like a vampire while dancing.

Phis

was another act like the Apache and Salome with morbid

appeal.

As before, the morbid appeal of this dance was

very popular with the vaudeville audiences.
In Sime's first review of Charles Johnson and Dora
Dean, he credits thera as being the first blacks to "dress
up" their act.

They moved from the stereotype of overalls

to tails and top hats.
"class act" (Stearns
a record abroad

The black term for this was a

1968 p. 291)-

"They have established

never approached by any of their dark

competitors, and were the head of their division before
sailing" (Sime

1909b p. 17).

3ime also credits Johnson

with being the first to present the Kinetoscope dance.
Charters describes the "flicker kinetoscope" dance of
Johnson and Dean.

"Wearing dark formal clothes and

white gloves, they would give the impression on the stage
of the whirl of a hundred hands and feet in the blur of
the special spotlight" (Charters

1970 p. 35)-

-he famous

team of Thadeus Drayton and Rufus Creen worked with
Johnson and Dean and copied their idea of "classing up"
an act.

It is also interesting that Teddy Drayton started

as a girl "pick" for Josephine Saxon (Stearns, 1968 p. 292).
The first mention of upside down dancing in Variet.y
was in a review of Moran and Tincley.

"The men put a har

ness over their shoulders, fastened by a leather belt and
straps from above are hooked in at the waist line to sup
port them head down while they do their 'stepping' on an
inverted platform" (Rush, 1910a p. 15)-

As with many other

successful gimmicks this was later copied.
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Oriental dancing was popular in vaudeville and many
dance teams included one of this style within their turn.
Others such as the Eight Geisha Girls built their whole
routine around an Oriental theme.

Their routine included

a fan dance in which fans were waved by each girl and
choreographed' into the dance (Rush, 1910b p. 12).

Another

using the Oriental theme was Roshanara, first reviewed in
Variety on January 9> 191^-

She did an incense dance, a

village dance, warrior dance, ana a snake dance.

All of

these had been done before and the reviev/er gave her credit
for "pulling an old idea off anyway" (I'ark, 191^a p. 20).
The following is a quote from Roshanara regarding Oriental
dance.

"Che Oriental dancer is the only true interpretive

dancer for it is possible v/ith her movements to interpret
any story or feeling that she may wish" (Roshanara, 1925
P- 35).
Around 1910 classical ballet began to be seen on
the vaudeville stages, due largely to the popularity of
the Ballet Russe and Anna Pavlova.

A vaudeville act

fashioned after Anna Pavlova and Mikhail IJordkin was the
Danses Glassique Russe featuring Gallemberiti ana Malasco
(Sime, 1910a p. 16).

Adeline C-enee , a famous Banish

ballerina got rave reviews as a dancer but it was mentioned
that the audience was "ho hum" (Dash, 1911, p. 1^).

-he

vaudeville audiences were still apathetic to great class
ical dancing-unless one came to vaudeville v/ith an

excellent reputation.

Two of Pavlova's dancers, Domina

Harini and Marcel Bromski were received favorably by the
audience even though they followed a "bully act" (Jess,
1911a p. 18).
Native Indian dances were working their way into
vaudeville at the turn of the century, one of the first
reviewed by Variety being Cuba De Schon.

The reviewer

stated, "and a feature is her Indian dances, typically
true of a redman" (!•'}ark, 1911

"P.

19)-

Another nodular

vaudevillian was the Indian, Frincess White Deer.

She

v/on the hearts of vaudeville audiences by mixing her
native dances with soft shoe and popular ballroom dances
(Fred, 1917 p. 22).
By 1910 two man dance teams had flooded vaudeville
stages.

Every week in Variety at least a couple of them

were reviewed.

The following review of V/ard and Sims ex

plains the mania.
A new two man dancing act appears at the house
each week. If two or more new ones a week were
desired, they could probably be procured without
any trouble. Nearly everyone follows the same
routine, as though there was some law against
going out and doing something different (Dash,
1910a p. 16).
The abundance of dance acts made competition keen and only
the best performers made the "big time".
Cne more with a novel twist was Louise Gatte.
"Louise unsheathes a guitar, plays on that while dancing,
and to make it harder, turns several cart1-.'he els" (Sime,

1910b p. 16).

Also novel was "the team of Cotter and Boulden

where the man placed clogs on his hands and danced on all
fours(Dash, 1910b p. 17).

One more novelty worth mention

ing was the spider dance of Mado Minty.

This was a dance

in which Mado danced her way across a web made up of many
rope ladders fastened together (Sime, 1913c p. 18).
Ivlinerva Coverdale and George VJhite , later producer
of George white's Scandals, are credited as being the first
to present the Parisian Rag on vaudeville stage (V/ynn,
1912 p. 14).

Rag dancing is defined by Chujoy in her

Dance Dictionary as "the shuffling syncopated dance of the
American ?'!egro" (Chujoy, 1949 p. 397).

Syncopation refers

to putting the accent on off beats, specifically on the
"and" or the half beat.

Other ragtime dancers were A1

English and Stella Johnson.

"They are the best rag

dancers who have appeared in New York" (Sime, 1913a p. 19).
Other ragtime dances coming into vogue at this
time were the Grizzly Bear and Texas Tommy dances.
following is a description of the Tommy dancers.

The

"The

'Te^as Tommy' dancers are perhaps more acrobatic than
eccentric.

'Their evolutions require that absolute pre

cision and dexterity of movement, that sureness of eye and
exact sense of timing, that are needed in trapeze perfor
mances and acrobatic displays" (Caffin, 1912 p. 269).
These dances were flashy but also precise and difficult,
allowing no margin for error.
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Quite often categorized with the rag dances was
the Turkey Trot.

The Turkey Trot is defined as "a World

War I rag time dance danced with the feet apart and with a
characteristic rise on the ball of the foot followed by a
drop upon the heel" (Gove, 1976 P- 2^65).

Reviewing

Veole Harty and Joe Smith, Sime stated that Joe Smith
claimed in the program that he invented the Turkey Trot
but Sime said if he did, he did it more superiorly than he
v/as doing it at present (Sime, 1913h p. 17).

He meant

by this that their turkey trot was not of the caliber of
some of the other dance acts also doing the trot.
Some of the most influential people advancing
society dance were Vernon and Irene 3astie .

-hey sire cre

dited with creating the Castle walk and refining other
dances such as the polka, fox trot, tango, maxixe, and
one step.

The uniqueness of the Castle Walk v/as that the

weight v/as throv/n up instead of down on the foot (Castle , .
1919 P* 5^0 •

That is the accent v/as up while the foot

v/as in the air.

Jolo of Variety reviews the Castles as

being "distinguished for charm, style, rhythm, fluidity,
and originality of stepping" (Jolo, 191^- p. 16).

In regard

to refining ballroom, Ada Patterson of 'Theatre Magazine
states the following:

"They have spiritualized the dances

that had been thought to be hopelessly fleshy" (Patterson,
191^ p. 126).

The dances were regarded as "fleshy" simply

because of the fact that the man holds the woman.
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Vi/ith the onset of ballroom dancing, the tango
gained in popularity as a social and professional dance.
"Tango trotters have the center of the stage this season
ana interpreters of symbolic and atmospheric dances have
no chance to win approval of American vaudeville audiences
unless they depend upon real merit for success" (Revell,
191^ P- 208).

Popular tango dancers were I-lae Murray and

Clifton :./ebb, Joan Sawyer and Jack Jarrot, and Billy Shaw
with George 'Jilliam Seaberry.

Seaberry and Shaw were

students and proteges of the Castles (I'ark, 191^-b p. 15)•
Many professional dancers of vaudeville included a variety
of ballroom dances within a turn.

Ballroom dances are

defined by Chu.joy for the time as, "social dances usually
performed at balls and in restaurants and other social
gatherings" (Chu.joy, 19^9 P- 61).

Variations of ballroom

dance could all be found in vaudeville turns, most commonly
combined with the maxixe and rag dances.
Bill Robinson's first review with Variety

v.-as

positive but did not predict the incredible success he
would have.

The review said that he would make an early

spot on a big time bill

(Variety. 1915 P« 1^)•

peak as a tap dancer he was making
1968 p. 181).

,500 a week (Stearns,

The following quote describes his effect

on a vaudeville show.
the managers.

At his

"In fact, Bill was a nuisance to

Nobody could go on after him; the reason

why he invariably closed the show" (Gilbert, 19^0 p. 21^).
31and Johanneson referred to him as the "chocolate

Nijinsky, undisputed dean of the dark town steppers dear
to vaudeville" (Johanneson, 1923 p. 35)•
The first to do an angular Egyptian dance according
to Sime was Lubov/ska (Sime, 1915 P« 15)-

He describes

the movement as being in right angles and overall he rates
it as a "freak" dance.

However, this style became common

throughout the rest of the vaudeville era.

The brother

of Ruth St. Dennis named . only as 3. St. Dennis in the
review, staged an entire Egyptian pantomime dance which was
reviewed favorably (Sime, 1916b p. 1*0.

Nina Payne

capitalized on the Egyptian craze and did a travesty called
Cleopatra's Cakewalk (;/ynn, 1917 P- 12).
During the time period of Vj'orld ;/ar I there was much
controversy on the use of war-related material.

Jhile

war skits themselves were discouraged during this period
anything that promoted patriotism was a sure sell (Revell,
1917 P- 356).

The reason for the decline in war skits was

that people went to vaudeville to get away from current
problems, not to be reminded of them.

However, an optim

istic outlook on patriotism helped build the moral of
people and promote optimistic attitudes.

Adelaide and

Hughs were reviewed favorably as novel with their alle
gorical ballet based on military activities (Jynn, 1916

p. 12) .
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Although the classical style of dancing appealed
to some it by no means captured everyone .

Doris Humphrey

left the act of Ruth St. Dennis and tried a company of her
own in vaudeville.

The act was reviewed as not successful

"but did show "plenty of leg" .

The following quote shov/s

vaudeville reaction had still not changed toward classi
cal dancing.

"At least, however, in this classical dancing

turn one may be almost certain to hear pretty music (Sime,
1921 p. 18).
During the late teens people influenced by Ruth
St. Dennis and Isadora Duncan brought big revues of "clas
sical bareleg" dancing to vaudeville stages.

Cne success

ful venture of this sort was the Marian Morgan dancers.
Morgan fashioned her vaudeville dances after Roman clas
sicism (Sime, 1916c p. 14).

Marian Morgan's dancers were

also often featured on the title pages of Iheatre Magazine
doing dance poses nude or scantily dressed with natural
landscape backgrounds.

This was significant in that

she was the first to do this and be accepted as artis
tic rather than lascivious.

A vaudeville review of

one of their acts describes them as "barelimbed to the hip"
but this is excused under the "classical alibi" (Wynn,
1919 p. 22).

Their act was actually popular with both the

artistic members of the audience as v/ell as the single men.
In 1920 this was carried further in a vaudeville act
entitled Shadowland.

"The final silhouette number had

girls as nudes blowing bubbles" (Ibee, 1921 p. 14).
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Joe Frisco is credited with creating and promoting
the popularity of the Jazz dance (#7est, 1951 P* ^8).

He

got his break at Coomb's cafe in Chicago one night when
Frisco did a dance to impress A1 Jolson v/ho was visiting
the cafe that particular evening.
as his derby cigar dance.

This dance became known

"It was the first jazz dance to

jazz music" (Kutner, 192^ p. 58).

This dance became one

of the most widely imitated in vaudeville.

Other jazz

dancers were Frank Hale and Signe Peterson.

"Hale is

accredited as one of the best of what are now known as
syncopated or jazz dancers and the crowd sure took to his
body evolutions'(Ibee, 191? P- 19).

Pat /iooney v/as re

viewed as having a very unique style of stepping.

However,

v.'ithin the same act he included a Frisco imitation (3ell,
1919 P. 17).
Very popular and closely associated with the jazz
technique were the incredible back and forward high kicks,
and phenomenal back bends.
form.

Olga Mishka excelled in this

"She kicks the back of her head and does some cork

ing backbends" (Jolo, 1917 p- 21).
reputation was Fearl Regay.

Another one of renown

The reviewer mentioned that

Miss Regay's cartwheels, backbends and perfect kicks v/ould
bear comparison with the very best (V/ynn, 1918 p. 18).
Some of the kicking also overlapped with contortions

An

example along these lines was an anonymous member of Ivan
Bankoff Co.

She was reviewed as doing "rapid back kicks,
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touching her head with both feet, which is a rare stunt"
(Ibee, 1919a p. 21).

The female of Donegan and Allen was

reported to touch her foot to her chest from behind the
shoulder (Yariety

1922 p. 19).

This was a back kick with

the leg going over the shoulder!
As jazz dance became popular it was combined with
other dance forms in the usual vaudeville way.

The girl

of Stone and Delehanty was reviewed as doing a toe jazz
dance very well (Abel, 1919 p. 22).

Even more novel was

the wire dancer in Rosa King and Co.

Cne man did a jazz

dance including running into splits on the wire (Ibee,
1919b p. 21).

The black woman of Bonny and Freeman did a

split against the arch of the proscenium (Con. 1920b p. 12).
Along with the jazz dance craze was the jazz band
craze filtering into vaudeville.
accompanied dance acts.

The dancer, Pearl Regay billed

herself as Pearl Refray and Band.
the Faul Whitmen Band.

Many of these bands

Dancers also accompanied

Other combinations of dance and

jazz bands v/ere iva Shirley and Jazz 3and, Nina Payne
and Co., and May Y ohe and Band.
A specific .jazz dance that was very popular but
controversial during; the time of vaudeville was the
shimmy.

The Third World Dictionary defines shimmy as

"a jazz dance popular after World VJar I and similar in form
and function to the cooch and probably of negro origin,
and characterized by a shaking of the body from the

shoulders down" (Gove, 1976 p. 2095)*

Stearns in Jazz

Dance traces the shimmy back to the blacks and their
"shim sham shimmy".

It is also stated in Show 3iz that

it is a descendant of the cooch dance of the burlesque
show (Green, 1951 P« 3^7)•

'The cootch or hootchy cootchy

is a sensual dance executed by women in short skirts and
tight breastbands which originated at the Philadelphia .
Centennial Fair of 1876 (Chujoy, 19^1 p. 2^7).

I/iany have

attempted to take credit for making it popular; Mae -.Jest
claimed original credit for popularizing the shimmy in
her biography, Goodness Had Nothing lo Do With It.

F.L.

Atkinson states that Gilda Gray made it famous in
Ziegfield Follies (Atkinson,

192^ p. 10).

The shimmy

was controversial in vaudeville because of its suggestive ness.

In December, 1918 New York police banned shimmy

dancing hy the public but still allowed it on vaudeville
stages (Variety, 1918 p. 1).
In the latter half of the 1910s there was another
surge of more traditional classical ballet.

~wo people

who staged successful ones were Theodore Kosloff and
Albertina Rasch.

"Mr. Kosloff has put together a series of

classical dances for vaudeville that should tour the country
with great success" (Jolo, 1916 p. 12).

In a review a few

years later he is credited with having the knack of get
ting the audience to like his ballet, no easy job (Sine,
1918 p. 19).

Albertina Rasch also formed her o<"n ballet

company touring the vaudeville circuits.

"Straight ballet

dancing for those v.*ho want to 'uplift' the American mind,
who accept that style could hardly find a more worthy
exponent of the art than the present Albertina Rasch
act" (Sime, 1917 p. 21).

Vaudeville helped to widen the

tastes of all classes.
Novel acts were still pouring into vaudeville in
the twenties.

The team of Hamlin and Mack made their

phonograph dance famous dancing inside of phonograph
casings with only their feet showing (Bell, 1920 p. 21).
Miller and Lyle did a "corking dancing boxing bit" in
which they boxed eac.h other while dancing (Variety, 1920
p. 16).

Later, Libby and Sparrow did a boxing dance done

in classical style (Abel, 1922 p. 20).

Both members of

the team Patton and .lard, did head spins in the finale
with, no hands (Con. 1920a p. 19).

Ted Lorraine and Miss

Cagwin danced on a glass platform with lights below
(Skigie, 1921 p. 21).

Cne of the most incredible acts to

read about now is Power's Dancing Elephants.

"ihe biggest

elephant after doing a Spanish dance does a rag trot, then
a jazz, and winds up with a shimmy, doing it again with its
back to the audience" (Sime, 1923 ?• 28).

Another topper

was an act billed the "Siamese twins" who were .joined
together at the spine but were reviewed as dancing very
well together (Con. 1925 P- 8).
The final dance craze prior to 1925 v'as' the
Charleston.

The creation of the Charleston is a bit
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ambiguous.

An article entitled, "Ho·:: the :harleston came

to Broadway", in lJance Lovers I:Iae-azine, states that Dave
Bennet saw Negro kids doing it in Alabama and brought it
back to Broadv.·ay (Kutner,
Do·.~m

claim in their book,

1925 p. 16) .

Dannett and Rachel

r·.1 emory Lane, that Sissle and

Blake, authors of Shuffle Along, brought a young negro
boy to dance for Ned

~ayburn ~ho

was then directing the

Ziegfield Follies of 1923 (Dannett, 1954 p. 106).

Emery,

in her book Black Dance In The United States, traces the
:harleston as a possible descendant of an old Negro dance
entitled the Jaybird (Emery, 1972 p. 22?).

At any rate

the Charleston became firmly planted in the musical,
Runnin :: Jild, a !.': iller and Lyle production.

L'he dance

later became a fad in the social dance v:orld as '!Jell as
on the stage.
:'he first revie,.'t in Variety mentioning the
:harleston by name was in reference to an act entitled
Fa.Yl tasie s of

1925.

"rhe l'rana Brothers C.emonstra te

something sizzling in the •.:.ray of ·: harleston and other
.jazz

steps"(Va!'~et ~.r ,

1925 p. 12).

~ urlng

this neriod it

became very popular to close a vaudeville act ·.r i th the
Charleston, probably because of its flashy nature.
act of Neal and :Llsie closed
co~ments

~;.•i th

~he

the Charleston and

~.:ark

that the Charleston finish is a valuable asset

(!.:ark, 1925 p. 14).

rteviewing Harriet fioctor and her

partner, Holbrook, Ibee states, "There was a novelty
Charleston by both for the finale" (Ibee, 1925 P* 13)Summary
An important aspect of vaudeville was that it
provided many forms of dance.

If a particular dance v/as

entertaining to an audience it was widely imitated and
vaudeville helped spread the popularity of these dances
around the country.

Also, new forms and styles ".'ere con

stantly evolving and old forms were perfected.
Eccentric dancing v/as greatly expanded during
the period, 1900 to 1925-

At the turn of the century,

primary eccentric dances were the cakev/alk, eccentric toe
dancing, legomania, and soft-shoe.

All of these forms

;

remained popular during this twenty five year period, but
new performers added new variations.

As the 1900s unfolded

other eccentric dances that became popular included roller
skate dancing, whirlwind dancing, and rough house dancing.
These dances reached their height in popularity during
the period of 1900 to 1910.
Hard shoe dancing started to become popular around
1910.

In this form the rhythym of soft-shoe dances ".'as

accentuated by hard shoes.

Around 1920 metal taps were

placed on the hard shoes to give even more accent to the
rhythms.

Also in accompaniment with hard shoe dancing
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upper body movement was much increased.

This was in con

trast to the early soft-shoe period in which movement was
primarily from the waist down.
3allet performed in vaudeville also went though
changes during this period.

At the turn of the century

ballet was only accepted by vaudeville audiences if it
was done with an eccentric style and classical ballet had
the reputation of being boring.

Then, with the arrival

of Pavlova and the Ballets Russes classical ballet became
popular in vaudeville.

This was because the performers

already had international reputations.

The popularity

increased further after 1915 and big companies such as
those of Albertina Rasch and Theodore Kosloff, made
successful vaudeville tours.
Interpretive dance showed the most expansion
during this period.

In the 1890s, Isadora Duncan shocked

the public and was the first to go back to Greek Classi
cism with her bare leg dancing.

In the early 1900s, Ruth

St. Dennis continued to experiment with interpretive "eth
nic" forms but with more elaborate sets and costumes
than Isadora Duncan's spartan decor.

Loie ruller added the

use of special effects which greatly increased the
popularity of interpretive dance at the turn of the century.
Cther branches of the interpretive dance '-'ere the
snake dance, death dance, Salome dance, and the Apache
dance, all of which were popular in the early 1900s.

'They represented the popular taste for morbid expression
on stage.

However( this trend decreased in popularity

and not many of these dances are recorded after 1915At this time, the elaborate acts of the Liarian Morgan dan
cers and the Physical Culture Girls were popular filling
the stage with scantily dressed girls.

These companies

emphasized a back-to-nature trend and exposed the body as
an artistic, more than a sexual, entity.
Some ethnic dances were popular throughout the
vaudeville era and others were fads that were short
lived.

Scottish and Russian dancing were popular during

the entire period between 1900 and 1925*

Russian folk

steps were also incorporated into many ballets and eccen
tric forms.

Spanish and Oriental dances also were popular

at the start of the century but increased even more in
popularity as time went on.

Native Indian dances seemed

to be prominent only between 1910 and 1920.

Egyptian

dances became popular around 1918 and continued through
1925The ragtime dances appeared around 1913.

They

v-'ere very important in that they involved the public
participation.

This provided the opportunity for

non-professionals to start dancing.

The Ballroom dance

craze involved the public further and met with approval
by the moralists.

The ballroom dances were more refined
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than the ragtime dances 'Vhich had been the subject of rr.uch
moral controversy.

~he

moralists of the time did not

approve of the licentious behavior of the public in the
suggestive ragtime dance forms.
refined ballroom

However, the trend toward

didn't last long.

At the conclusion of

'd orlC. ·d ar I a new craze started v: i th jazz dance.

lhis

wild craze continued in the 1920s with the advent of the
shiTILrny and the Charleston.
on all over the world.

·J:he

~harleston

then caught
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TABLE I
Summary of Dances in Vaudeville
(Dates refer to when these dances were
first mentioned in Variety Magazine)
Soft-shoe
The Cakewalk

-

1905

- 1905

Oriental Fan Dance

- 1910

Native Indian Dances - 1911

Eccentric Toedancing

-

1905

Death Dance

- 1911

Rough House Dancing

-

1905

Parisian Rag

- 1912

Texas Tommy Dance

- 1912

Castle Walk

- 1912

Essence of Old Virginia - 1905
Pedastal Dance

-

1905

Serpentine Dance

- 1905

Spider Dance

- 1913

Scarecrow Dance

- 1905

Turkey Trot

- 1913

Rollerskate Dancing

-

1906

Egyptian Dance

- 1913

Whirlwind Dancing

-

1906

Tango

- 1914

Insence Dance

-

1906

Jazz Dance

- 1915

- 1906

Fire Dance

- 1916

Shimmy

- 1918

Silhouette Dance

- 1920

Boxing Dance

- 1925

Charleston

- 1925

Pedal Dance
Salome Dance
Brazilian Maxixe
Pose Dance
Russian Kozotskys

-

1907

- 1907
-

1907

- 1907

Showshoe Dance

-

1908

Merry Widow Waltz

-

1908

Snake Dance

-

1908

Apache

-

1909

Hard Shoe Dancing

-

1909

Vampire Dance

-

1909

Kinetoscope Dance

-

1909

Upside Down Dancing

-

1910

CHAPTER III.

ASPECTS OF VAUDEVILLIAN LIFE
The following material is presented in order to re
veal what influenced a dancer during his vaudeville career.
All of the influences presented affected all vaudevillians
in general with the exception of formal training in dance.
Examples are given specifically referring to dancers when
possible.
Interaction With The Audience
A very important factor in "winning" an audience was
the ability of the dancer to manifest the love of his work
while performing.

"The dancer's enjoyment of the art is an

essential factor in the causes that lead to the popularity
of our modern type of stage entertainment"
p. 2b).

(Wayburn, 1925

Not only must the vaudevillian have love of his

work, but he needed also to communicate this love to the
audience as a part of his or her personality on stage.

The

stage personality itself included this love of ones v/ork
plus the ability to "warm" the audience.

As stated by

Caffin, "It is ever the strong personality and the ability
to get it across the footlights and impress it upon the aud
ience that distinguishes the performer" (Gaffin, 191^ P26). 'The performer v/as at his best when he had the con
stant attention of the audience while on stage.

"The great

artist appeals first and foremost to his audience and that
is what we and all our contemporaries in the art of eccen
tric try and do"

(Boylan, 192^ p. 32).

This is a quote

from the dancers, Rose and Arthur Boylan who were popular
eccentric dancers of vaudeville.

For the vaudeville aud

ience being good was not enough.

It needed to be combined

with special personality.
The vaudevillians rarely had anyone to coach them
and they had to evaluate themselves according to audience
reaction.

"Unlike a dramatic actor

the vaudevillian

faced his audience unaided by directors, scripts, or
prompters"

(Smith, 1976 p. 8).

If a turn "laid an egg"

it was up to the performers to figure out what didn't work
and correct it before the next performance.
one to rely upon but himself falls on his merits"

"He has no

His performance stands or

(Theatre Magazine, 191^ p- 281).

As mentioned earlier, the audience "makes or breaks"
the performer.

If a performer failed to entertain the aud

ience he or she was either cancelled or not asked to return.
Because of this, the performer could not be unaware of the
audience.

"But let him once forget his audience and dance

merely for self expression and self gratification and he
will lose every bit of hold on his spectators" (Luesher,
1925 p. ^7)•

The audience also differed from place to

place and the performer needed to be sensitive to the chan
ges.

Gertrude Vanderbilt states in her article, "Modern
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Dancing", that one must know one's audience.

Some audien-

ces insisted on your best first while others liked it to
start off slow and work up to the best (Vanderbilt, 1911

p. 29).

Also, within a weeks engagement, the audience

would differ from night to night and material was altered
to accomodate these differences.
I usually found one night a week you would get a
top society cro'.·:d, and another night you v.' ould
get mostly working class people.
Gther nights
there v.rould be family groups--especially on
?'riday nights when 1{ids didn • t have to go to
school the next day (VJest, . 1959 p. 50).
~·Jest

also mentioned in her bio§Taphy that she ,Nould check

with the theatre managers as she arrived in a new to·.:'J n to
find out v:hat that audience's pa.l'ticular idiosyncracies
were.
As mentioned, part of the unique nature of vaudeville '.'!as the presence of many unrelated acts in a single
sho·.·r.

However, this posed a problem of each

captivate the
act.

at~ention

ne ~:,:

act to

of the audience after the preceding

"':'!hen the vaudevillist comes on, the audience is taken

up \•ti th what has preceded it.

It must be cleared, ready for

ne·.·: impressions before he can hope to arrest ne •:.1 attention"
(

T•· j

.~

~ · .c,Ja

b e. 1906 p. 103).

Because of the briefness of each act, it

~: ,· as

essential that the audience be vi on over immediately.
first entrance must count.
the variety stage,

1914 p. 281).

II-

r

•

..'l.lS

rte must in t h e vernacular of

'get' his audience" ( 'T hea tTe it~ a2."a z ine ,

In order to be guaranteed success, the

aucience has to be kept at attention.

"":lith this limited

amount of time at his command, it is absolutely necessary
that the performer should catch and hold the

at~ention

of

his audience from the moment of his entrance to the termination of his act"

(Bla..~eslee·,

1909 p. 45).

In order

to fully capture the audience, a plan must be worked i!1to
the act to create a desired mood.

"Jhe audience is in-

clined to become inert and to rely on the performer not only
for delight but for the creation of the mood in \Vhich to accept it" ( ~affin, 1914 p. 85).
~uld

For example, a Salome da?"lce

have to be presented differently from a Texas TommY

dance to create a mystic mood for one and a more boisterous
mood for the other.
Censorshi n and

~·.;orali tv

As mentioned earlier, an increase of censorship
was one of the key factors in spreading vaudeville to the
masses, particularly the entire family unit.

At

t~e

turn of

the century moral values 'Here high and the public felt a
need to be protected from anything that
morals.

~ight

corrupt these

It was not the morals of the m8-J."1agers or the a tre

ovmers v.r ho set the standards for censorship, but rat11er
the morals of society on which the theatre ma.nagers '.'.'ere
smart enough to capitalize on.
i 1 he first to present a "straight

~Yld

clean" variety

sho·:,r in Anerica v.r as ·r ony Pastor on Cctober 2IJ,, 1821 in his

Fourteenth Street

~heatre

(Gilbert, 1940 p. llJ).

Gilbert

It ~.·:orked.

stated that he did this only for profit.

.:--.. ls

shov:s becaJne immediately successful and, seeing t:1e profit
he v:as making, other ma.l'lagers soon

follo ~:;ed

to Pastor's clean-up, variety sho'::

~s ere

suit.

Prior

primarily for men.

Pastor's use of censorship opened the audience up to men

'::omen.

~l c

::he people '.·Jho took the concept of censorship much

further than Pastor were E.?. Albee and !3. f .

!~e

i th.

Green

in his book Shovr Biz credits them ,_,; i th cleaning up the sho,··s
enough for children to be in the audience along v.ri th men
and ':.·omen.
Keith and Albee also set up a system to control
their monopoly which they called the blacklist.

This

also had strict standards and rules on censorship.

Anyone

\','ho did not comply ,,. ,i th the strict rules of their circuit
~ auld

be blacklisted from all theatres affiliated with

their booking agency, the United Booking Cffice ( U3C).
blacklist was first conceived in 1907 and

~::as

Ths

described by

s:me Silverman in an article entitled, "United to 3ar
Artists" (Variety, l907a p. 4).

The

po~·.' er

of this blackli .

'::as profound and forced most artists to comply ',·ri th it.
Contracts ·ai th the Keith circuit also had an "elimination
clause" v:hich gave managers the authority to censor aDy
word, line, business, or costuMe that violated the KeithAlbae idea of "cleanliness" (Gilbert . 1940 p. J64).

k5

One of the few people who had the courage to
fight this monopoly was -Villiam I-:orris.

He set up a

working agreement between Klaw and Erlanger and the
Shuberts for an opposition vaudeville chain in 1907. but
then in 1910 Keith "bought them out" for .3250,000.

The

agreement was that Kla-v and zrlanger were to stay out of
vaudeville for ten years (Gilbert, 19^0 p.

238).

3ut Morris

incorporated himself and still managed to stay afloat
against the powerful monopoly of Keith and Albee.

Sime

Silverman of Variety greatly aided I-iorris with his
.journalism coverage fighting for free enterprise and against
the Keith monopoly.
The censorship was o_uite often a hindrance to
the performers as it limited what they could include in
their acts,

r'or dancers it was a problem because many

of the popular dances were thought to be crude and obscene.
However, those who were main box office attractions such
as Zva Tanguay got away with much "blue" material.

Gilbert

states that she had many rows with U3C about sex-related
material but usually got away with it (Gilbert, 19^0 p. 328).
3oth Tanguay and Gertrude Hoffman did the Salome dance of
the seven veils in which the veils were discarded one at a
time.

"Gertrude Hoffman and Eva Tanguay were both doing

Salome dances but after the sixth veil fell the patrons
whistled for more and didn't get it; at least not in family
type vaudeville" ('West, 1959 ?• 19)-

&iss Gilda Gray was

criticized for doing her version of the shimmy on stage.
She retaliated by putting on a hula skirt and calling it a
South Sea Island dance.which enabled her to get around the
blue laws (I.TacFadden, 192^ p. 11). The censorship laws
could also work to the advantage of the performer.

./illie

Hammerstein had Gertrude Hoffman arrested for indecent
exposure in her Salome dance.

Upon her release, her act

ran for twenty-two consecutive weeks, a record at. that
time (Green, 1951 P- 15)•
Many cities had "Sunday Blue Laws" which either
forbade shows altogether on Sundays or at least made
dancing illegal.

The Keith theatres were.kept dark on

Sunday because Keith's wife was a devout Catholic (Gilbert,
19^0 p. 99).

Boston's blue laws stated that no dancing

acts or even acts that moved in rhythm could be performed
on Sunday (Smith, 1976 p. 31)-

Boston also banned acro

batics and contortions with .jazz music in 1920, and in 1922
banned "bare thighs" (Green, 1951 P* 3^7).

In 1919 the

Methodist church banned card playing, theatre going, and
dancing: but'because of protest by the Dance Master's
Association, dancing was taken off the vice list (Green,
1951 p. 327).

The Supreme Court actually ruled in December

1907 that Sunday shows •-ere illegal, and they were totally
stopped until the ban was lifted three weeks later (Variety
1907b p. 2; Variety, 1907c, p. 6).

Going hand-in-hand with morality and censorship
was the activity of the Gerry Society.

This

vjas

a society

organized by Zlbridge 2. Gerry dedicated to the prevention
of cruelty to children and did not allow children to be on
stage unless a permit was granted by the society (Smith,
1976 p. 268).

The Gerry Society wouldn't allow children

to perform in New York or Chicago, or, if so, singing and
dancing could not be performed, and the children had to
be out of the theatre by 9:05 p.m. (Smith, 1976 P- 70).
The three Keatons had to hide their son, Buster, in a
trunk when the representatives of the Gerry Society came
around and Fred and Adele Astaire had to play out of
New York for years to avoid the Gerry Society ban (./est,
1959 p. 26).

Jack Durant started in vaudeville when he

was nine years old and had to impersonate a girl to fool
the Gerry Society (Smith. 1976 p. 103)•
.raveling on the Road
Gne aspect which vaudeville shared with other
performing arts was constant traveling.

-"his had benefits.

T'he performers could see the country and were always meetin
new people.

But it had drawbacks such as long hours of

traveling by railroad between towns ana theatres, and the
uncertainty about each new situation.

Also the average

vaudevillian had no place to call home, or if he cr she did
have a home, little time was spent there.
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Friends came and v/ent quickly as ?red Astaire
states in his biography, Stens in Time.

31akeslee of

Theatre Magazine stated, "and they are entirely without that
companionship v/hich comes from long association, which is
the privilege of members of a regularly organized theatri
cal company" (Blakeslee, 1909 p. 45).

In vaudeville the

grouping of acts usually changed from city to city.

lwo

acts may play together in one city, and then the performers
did not see each other for months before being scheduled
in the same theatre.
There were many vaudeville circuits across the
country.

A circuit was made up of a chain of theatres

that an act would be booked to play while traveling on
the road.

These were divided into either "big time" or

"small time".

Big time was two shows a day in good

theatres with good dressing and toilet facilities, and the
music by large orchestras (Smith, 1976 p. 26?).

Small

time played three or four shows a day and the music "/as
quite often .just a pianist who may have doubled as a bar
ber during the day.

Dressing facilities were usually poor.

V'Jith this description, one might wonder why anyone would
play small time.

The reason is that it was the training

ground for big time.

-he following is a quote by the

vaudevillian, Percy Cates.
Oh we played plenty of small time before we made
the Palace. I recall the freezing winters through
out Montana and Idaho, where we played the Ackerman

^9
and Harris circuit. . . .Looking back at it I
realize it was all part of the trade
(Smith,
1976 p. 207).
The Keith circuit including the Palace, v/as the best
for big time and the Aekerman-Harris circuit, also known
as the Death Trail, was the worst of the small time.

The

Death rrail got its name as many touring companies got
stranded while playing it, owing to bad business
management (Cochran, 1925 P- 1^-2).
Another hardship for the vaudevillian on the road
was expenses.

"Performers or managers of acts pay all

transportation expenses except on what is known as the
Grpheum Circuit" (Blakeslee, 1909 P* ^6).

They also were

responsible for taking care of their own sets which were
usually minimal and could be set up or takeh down in less
than five minutes (Blakeslee, 1909 p. ^8).

However, as

vaudeville progressed, the sets did become more elaborate
and cumbersome.
Negotiating music with the orchestra or piano man
was quite often a rushed and touchy situation.

V.'ith sing

ing or dancing acts the music is very important.

"Artists

always provide their own'music and at most theatres a
rehearsal with the orchestra usually takes place on the
first morning of the engagement" (Blakeslee, 1909 ?•

).

This did not allow much tine for practice with the accom
panist and left the performer at the mercy of the musi
cians).

A sympathetic review of the dance act, Les

Sousloffs, by Walt sites an example.

'The musicians had

difficulty in negotiating- the music Monday night.

This

seemed to put the dancers out of temper" ('./alt, 1910 p.
18).

7red Astaire mentions in his autobiography of often

having to argue with musicians regarding tempos (Astaire,
1959 p. W •
On these circuits one had to take the good with
the bad.

Ida Forsyne talked about a hotel in the South

where a rat took the food right off her tray.

She also

had to send out for water as there '"as none available in
the rooms (Stearns, 1968 p. 255)*

other places the

food was good, home cooking with special prices for
theatre "oeople.

The dance team of Miller and Lyle used

to trade show tickets for room and board (Stearns,

1968

p. 136)•
Traveling dancers had the problem of dealing with
different floors in each theatre; some being "raked",
others concrete, some warped, and so forth.

Johnny and

Bertha Gleason have been said to be the first to carry
their own dancing floor in the 1890s (Gilbert, 19^0 p.
16*0 .

ihe Reiff Brothers were reviewed as good dancers

but the review also mentioned that the floor at
Hammerstein's needed refinishing and hampered their
dancing (Chicot,

1906c

p.

6).

Fred Astaire used to sneak

onto the stage before the show and spread rosin to make
it less slick (Astaire, 1959 ?• ^7)•
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One further problem in traveling v/as the prejudice
against black performers.

Ethel Waters is cited in Jazz

Dance as having to keep her distance from white perfor
mers and to eat separately.

Very few black performers

soloed on the bigger circuits and when they did it w<?.s
for less money than comparable white acts,

i.iany black

performers preferred to play on the "Theatre Owners 3ooking
Association (TG3A) circuit.

I1 his was a circuit comprised

mostly of black performers playing to black audiences
(Stearns, 19&8 p. 78).

Jhe Whitman Sisters were T03A

headliners for years and Alice Whitman '--'as considered one
of the greatest female tap dancers of her time (Stearns,
I968

p.

88).

A quote from 3ert Williams describes the

stereotype first seen on stage in minstrels shows.
stereotype carried into vaudeville.

I'his

"Negro performers

were engaged in 'cakewalking', buck dancing, 'slapstick
comicalities', together with all manner of absurd antics,
which might please the non-sympathetic, biased, and
prejudiced white man" (Williams, 1907 p. 30).

As pre

viously mentioned it was people like Johnson and Dean
who worked against this degrading stereotype.
Although traveling on the road had many hardships
the overall reward was immense.

I\o hard conditions and

prejudice could take away the performers' thrill of
entertaining and the feelings that were had from the .
appreciative applause of new audiences each evening.

-his
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'.~.ras

the source of re .juvenation and self fulfillment for

the vaudevillians.
Dance :'rainin2:
In the area of dance training, some great changes
took place during the vaudeville period.

Prior to the

1900s, schools in which one could specialize in dance
training were practically nonexistent except for a few
ball·e t scho o1s.

.2he following quote by George

I:! .

:

ohan

describes his learninE to dance in vaudeville ,,_·hich he
performed in as a child until 1900.

"Nobody studied

da..Ylcing in those days.

(sic) teache!'s as

there are today.

.2here ·.·.rasn' t

All us kids around the theatre just

learned to dance a.""ld sing by being around"

(~ussell,

1938 p. 43).
i: .'I any vaudevillians got their training by being
a "pick" or :part of a family act as children.

:'he

l:Jhitman Sisters used to recruit young talent on the road
and get the parents' consent to raise the children in
"sho·:· biz" (Stearns, 1968 p. 85).

i'his provided a.Yl

excellent training at an early age.

"You sa.Ylg one '.: :eek,

danced one ~. -. r eek, sold peanuts the next v;eek and if you
broke any of the rules, they shipped you home in a hurry"
(Stearns, 1968 p. 91).

.lhis

~r as

:3un..rly 3riggs recollection

of g!'O'::ing up ·.:ri th the Jhi tmans.
Gus Ed··rards recruited ma!1y children for his
vau~. eville

acts, among v1hom ':Jere

~ddie

:an tor

anc~

G"=orge
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Jessell ~:rho started as "hoofers" (Gilbert, · 1940 p. 366) .
Also Ray Bolger. Eleanor Powell, and the :Duncan Sisters
started in

p. 45).

-:~us

Eddie

...:nvrard' s School-day acts (Creen
c~ntor

I

1951

tells of his secret to dancing as

simply to dance naturally.

He states that as soon as

one can dance without effort one is on the road tc . beinE
a good dancer (2oss, 1924 p. 28).
All through the vaudeville

pe~iod,

the performers

':Tere constantly learning fro:n practice and observation.
~offman

Gertrude
that

stated that no type of dancin[ is such

"it can not learn froM anothe-r " ( ::; asT>ary. 1925 p. 14) .

Part of

~-loffman's

ve:..--satili ty

success \'Tas because of her great

ra..Y!ging f!'om ballet to Salome.

:'he follc·:; -

ing quote from :,Til ton Berle describes vaudeville and
training.

"Vaudeville ,_.,as a training ground

and college all in one.

It

~Has

1

school,

also profitable" (Smith,

1976 p. 73) .
Ruth St. Dennis ,.'las one v.rho was entirely selftaught (Rainey, 1913 p. 117) .·

She v-. 'as also one of the

pioneers who opened a school, Dennishawn . which was dedicated to dance training.

;ifi th her partner J; ed Shav:n she

trained dancers and also created vaudeville acts featuring
some of their students such as llorence C 'D e nnishat:.rn and
~oris ~umphrey.

and ethnic dance.

iheir school concentrated on classical

The ballroom craze v.ras largely responsible for
the outcropping of ballroom dance schools all over the
country.

Successful schools of this period were run by

Irene and Vernon Castle, Arthur :·:Turray, and Aurelio
Coccia.

?red Astaire and his sister Adelle credit Coccia

as their most influential teacher (Astaire, 1959 p. 42) .
.2hese schools offered training for anyone, ·:,-hether their
goal ':Ias professional or just to be social dancers.
?he Pavlova craze helped the
ballet schools in the United States.

foundi~g

Among these

:.1 ikhail r-.'Iordkin' s School of International
·~halif ~~ussian

School of :)ancin;;

Jance Studios (Dance

~overs

1

of many

0~"1ce,

a.'l"ld Albertina

\ ~· ere

t!1e
.~asch

I.Jagazine, 1925 p. 21J).

Pavlova also encourag-ed discipline

':; i

thin dance study

\'lhich n as seen P.iore and nore in ballet schools in zeneral.

ene cannot be a great dancer a:1d have much
amusement. Cne must keep regular hours, go to
bed early the nights one is not dancing, to save
one's strength for the late hou~s of performance,
also taking-greatest care of one's diet· (~heatre
U a~azine, 1910 p. 115) .
.:'his "discipline" helped to increase the general level of
technique achieved by the professional dancer

du~ins-

the

tventieth century.
A teacher and school founder

~:_rho

ccncentrateC. his

whole curriculum around the professional stage dancer
'.vas I··l ed ·.--Jayburn.

Students of

~jayburn

included :?red and

Adelle Astaire, Ann Pennington, r.Iarilyn I< iller, Evelyn
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Lav/, and Gilda Gray (Baldv-in, 1925 p. 15)-

'/ayburn ex

pressed his philosophy differently from Favlova but with
similar goals.

"First—dance to be a great dancer,

second — the ambition to carry this desire out, third —
patience and fidelity in practice, fourth—adaptability
of the body, and fifth—natural technique and originality"
(wayburn, 1923 p. 3^)*
classes.

'./ayburn offered five types of

They were musical comedy dancing, tap and step

dancing, acrobatic dancing, exhibition or ballroom
dancing, and modern Americanized ballet dancing (Wayburn,
1925 p. ^2).
The trend during vaudeville started with dancers
being self taught but slowly changed to school-produced
dancers.

Styles and techniques became more standardized.

The public became dance oriented and supported the increase
in dance schools and teachers.

Choreographers and direc- .

tors started expecting dancers to come to auditions
already v/ell trained in many styles of dancing and the
era of the self taught dancer waned.
Summary
Vaudeville vas always performed in front of a
live audience.

In order for an act to "make it" the

audience needed to be successfully entertained.

An essen

tial tool of the performer vras his or her stage personality.

It was the stage personality which could evoke an empathic response from the audience and in so doing, captivate
them.

The smart performer also paid close attention to

the audience's reaction and would mold his or her act
around these responses.

The vaudevillian also needed

to be aware that audiences differed from location to
location and acts had to be adjusted according to these
differences.
Vaudeville appealed to all types of people ana had
a little of something for everyone.

Because of local

and general censorship, the entire family unit could at
tend vaudeville.

Prior to 18S1 dance entertainment v/as

primarily for men.

3.?. Keith and 2.P. Albee controlled

censorship by a blacklist.

If a "turn" broke any of

their rules of censorship the performer was blacklisted
from any theatre affiliated with their booking agency,
the United Booking Office.

^his monopoly '-as challenged

by '.Jilliam ."'orris who managed to stay in business through
out the vaudeville era.

All vaudeville theatres v/ere

affected by local "blue laws" which varied fron one area
to'another.

Also the Gerry Society v/as organised to

prevent the presence of children on stage. 'This organi
zation had their principal control in New York and 3oston.
A majority of the vaudevillian's tine was spent
"on the road",

it could be a lonely life as friends

v/ere made and lost quickly.

The vaudevillian paid the

majority of his ov.m expenses for scenery, traveling, cos
tumes, and room and board.

Each theatre in a new town

had problems to be solved.

These included variations in

dance floors and nev; musical accompaniment at each stop.
Vaudeville theatre chains v/ere divided into big and small
time.

Most acts "broke in" on the small time, and if they

were good acts they moved up to the big time.
During vaudeville the trend in dance training
changed from backstage apprentice--like initiation, to
preparatory schooling.

In the early days of vaudeville,

the dancer learned his trade by performing as a child or
by imitating other dancers.

3y the mid 1920s, multitudes

of dance schools were in business.

If one wanted to be a

dancer he or she enrolled in a training school.

Jecause

of schooling, the technical level of dancers increased
and technique became more uniform.

CHAPTER IV.
CONCLUSION
Vaudeville presented many forms of dance to the
general public.
performed.

It provided a medium for new dances to be

If they were pleasing to the public, these

dances became standards on the stage.

The competition was

always keen in vaudeville and performers were constantly
working to be the best at their specialties.

This competi

tion was a positive influence on dance as only the best
dances and performers survived.

Those dances that had

little appeal faded away quickly.
During vaudeville, these professional dances went
through many changes.

No matter how successful a dance

was, after a period of time the special appeal was lost
unless something was done to revive it.

The audience was

always ready for something new and different and it was the
job of the vaudeville industry to provide it.

However,

anything new also had to fit the moral criteria of the
time.

During vaudeville society's moral attitudes and

values changed just as the dances did.
Moral Trends
At the turn of the century, the majority of people
had stringent moral values and this controlled what was
allowed to be seen onstage,

r.'any dances were thought to

be suggestive and were banned accordingly.
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The ragtime
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dances met with much criticism, but slowly the general
public accepted them and as time -•ent on both professional
and non-professional dancers were participating in the
ragtime dances.
After World V,'ar I, another change took place with
the creation of the jazz dance.

.Movement in those dances

contained many more sexual overtones-

As '••/ith the ragtime

dances, these dances were highly criticized but eventually
became socially acceptable.

Jhe Roaring twenties became

the age *.vhich epitomized jazz dance and a new freedom in
movement.
Comparison of the Interpretive-.Dance in
Vaudeville '.'/ith Contemporary Modem Dance
The next two sections of this discussion compare
vaudeville dance forms with contemporary modern and jazz .
Cnly these two forms are compared because they expanded
the most of the dance forms during vaudeville and are
now two of the leading forms of American dance.

Others,

like ballet and the ethnic dances, were popular in vaude
ville but had been firmly established prior to the
vaudeville period.
It was on the stages of vaudeville theatres that
interpretive dance -"as first able to be presented to the
masses.

The style was later expanded by people like ftnth

St. Dennis and Marian Morgan whose artistic contributions
were among the forerunners of American modern dance.

6o
Interpretive dance was used a.s a medium for expressing'
inner feelings and emotions.

Today, modern dance has expan

ded and become much more diversified.

Certain artists have

continued with the emphasis on self expression and the portrayal of inner emotions while other artists have branched
out into other areas.

Although the modern dance has gone

through many changes, one may still see the influence of the
early interpretive dancers and such names as Ruth St. Dennis,
Loie Fuller, and Doris Humphrey will always be associated
with the history of modem dance.
As with many new dance forms presented in vaudeville,
the interpretive dancers were highly criticized.

Often re

viewers in Variety criticized interpretive dances as being
impossible to comprehend.

Because the meaning behind the

dances appeared to be personal and were, therefore, ambig
uous, they were commonly reviewed as boring.

Modern dance

today meets with similar criticism.
One of the joys of modern and interpretive dance,
on the other hand, is the option for individual interpreta
tion.

If an inner response is drawn out of an audience,

the dance is successful.

It does not matter if that re

sponse is not uniform and differs from one audience member
to another.
In general, the vaudeville audience did not con
sciously realize this philosophy behind the interpretive
dance.

They were attracted to the beautiful costumes and
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the elaborate lighting and effects such as those created by
" Loie Fuller.

Today, audiences are somewhat more educated

to the different incentives of modern dance although you
still have all types of people represented within an audi
ence.

There is now more audience contemplation and mental

participation.

However, there is also still present the

members of the audience who only appreciate special effects
and costumes, like that of past vaudeville audiences.
At any rate, just the fact that vaudeville accepted inter
pretive dance on any level helped to continue the dance
style and allowed the evolution of today's modern dance.
Evolution of Jazz Dance
Jazz dance originated during the vaudeville era
and became one 01* the most popular styles performed on
vaudeville stages.

The main appeal of jazz dance was

the excitement it evoked.

There was no interpretive

meaning behind the movements, but the appeal was in the
rhythm in which they were executed and their suggestive
overtones.

The word jazz itself was originally of sugges- '

tive nature.
The successful jazz dance worked in unison with
the music to which it was performed.
music visualization.

Today, this is called

By listening to the music, a dancer

or choreographer combines the rhythm of his or her movement
with the rhythm of the music.

Jazz dance was created as

a visualization of the new syncopated jazz music.

In

essence the dancer and his movements were an additional
instrument to the "band.
During the time of vaudeville, jazz dance was
basically one style and was the same in vaudeville as it
was in the musicals of the era.
come more diversified.

Today jazz dance has be

Much of our musical theatre dan

cing is done along the same lines as that which was seen
on vaudeville stages.

Other forms became more specialized

such as contemporary jazz dance and disco.

Another ver

sion is the popular combination of jazz and ballet.
Perhaps the newest branch of jazz dance is a combination
of jazz and modern dance.

These are dances done with many

standard jazz movements but that also work on evoking an
inner response.

With this style of dance, the emphasis is

still on rhythm, the defining criterion for jazz dance.
Influences of Variety
The reviews of Variety had many influences on
vaudeville.

Perhaps the most important effect of the

reviews was their influence on the hiring of vaudeville
acts.

Most vaudeville managers and theatre owners read

Variety and those acts which v/ere favorably reviewed
were the ones hired.

Those acts which got critical

reviews stood much less chance for obtaining steady work.
The reviewers would even go so far as to say an act was
good for small time but would not "cut it" for big time.

The worst review would be one in which the act was re
viewed as poor small time material.
The astute performer would pay close attention to
what was said about him or her in a review as actual
suggestions were often given on how to improve the act.
It was very common for a review to say dancing was good
but the singing was awful.

The reviewer would actually

suggest in the review to take the singing out and expand
the dancing.

Cften the reviewer would state that the

costumes did not work and even suggest a style of costume
which would be appropriate.

The reviews were written

much the way a teacher would correct a student.
Unlike today, the primary criterion for criticism
was whether or not an act succeeded in pleasing an
audience.

Very little was mentioned on the personal

opinion of the reviewer but more was said on how the act
appealed to the general audience.

Theatre managers paid

particular attention to this as a theatre only made money
if the house was filled continuously.

The audience

approval was generally measured by the number of encores-or the lack of them.

These frank reviews were not always

well received by the performers, but Variety did have the
reputation of honest criticism.

Quite often an act would

have an advertisement in an issue of Variety which also
gave it a poor review proving that the paper showed no
favoritism to advertisers.

All in all, Variety might be considered an official
record for vaudeville.

Vaudeville was a rich and exciting

era in American entertainment, which greatly influenced
popular entertainments around the world.

It has passed

beyond first-hand recounting, Variety's on-the-scene cover
age gives us at least a sketch book record.

And even that

record assures us of our heritage and enhances the history
of dance.
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